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Content Marketing is like a digital handshake.
Creating content that addresses your target audience's problems and 
needs, you stimulate awareness, traffic and interest in your services.

Content marketing is a strategic ‘lead’ marketing activity, that can 
reinforce your online visibility, engagement and conversion metrics. 

Content is designed to either attract or retain. It must be valuable, 
relevant, consistent and focused to your defined audience. 

Your content should be distributed to channels where your patients can 
find and consume it, and, ultimately drive profitable patient actions.
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What is Content Marketing? 



While there are many possible outcomes, as a ‘lead strategy’, Content 
Marketing is typically designed to achieve defined outcomes.

Some content outcomes include: 

● creating awareness
● increasing website traffic
● building a prospect database
● attracting more bookings
● achieving thought leadership

Many content forms are very versatile 
and can be reused or incorporated in 
several forms eg: blogs, emails, presentations, videos, brochures etc
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Content Marketing Outcomes



The first step in content marketing is to agree on a plan and your target 
metrics.

The content plan consists of your:

● core offer and benefits
● mission and objectives
● ideal patient’s needs
● target keywords
● possible topics

While these issues are being addressed, we also need to investigate your 
online assets and channels. Often requiring either creation or remediation. 
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Content Plan



There are many types of content, some are included in the table below:
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Content Types



Types of Content for Doctors

1   |   Blog and Social Posts

2   |   Case Studies

3   |   Infographics

4   |   How to Guides

5   |   Explainer Videos

6   |   Client News or Events

7   |   Checklists & Charts
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1  |  Blog and Social Posts

Blogs and social posts are effective at targeting niche or longer keywords.

They can be designed to both
isolate and answer common 
questions.

Posts can also target searchers at 
various stages in their journey such
as consideration or decision stages.

Content can be enhanced using
Calls to Action and linking strategies.
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2  |  Case Studies

Case Studies are a powerful ‘slice of life’ that use either first person or 
third person story telling techniques. 

Designed to reinforce belief and target 
Outcomes. Case studies can improve:

● New visitor engagement
● Increasing transparency and trust
● Improve conversion

Ask us for the “Case Study Guide“
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3  |  Infographics

Infographics are a visually engaging and easy consumed tool for sharing 
useful information about your specialty. 

Infographics can show causes, series,
relationships and processes in one 
image.

Infographics can educate, celebrate, 
elaborate or call a patient to action

Infographics can be used on your website, 
In your emails and be placed on many 
online channels.
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4  |  How to Guides

Guides can be produced or reproduced in many formats. Depending on 
your audience and distribution platform. 

A popular blog post can give rise to emails, 
An eBook, GIF, brochures, infographic, more.

How to guides are great for educating
motivated patients. They can add much 
more detail to common questions or topics, 
especially if you offer a range of variations. 

‘How to Guides’ can also be created as a
series and differentiate your service.
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5  |  Explainer Videos

Video Marketing works because it is often the easiest medium to help 
achieve your objectives. Most people would rather watch than read. 

Videos can communicate both 
simple and complex messages. 

Explainer videos can:
● attract more visitors
● introduce you to prospects
● improve visitor engagement
● lower barriers to conversion

Ask us for the “Medical Video Guide“
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6  |  Client News or Events

Personalising your content with targeted ‘slice of life’ pictures and posts 
can help promote your culture and 
build your community. 

Leveraging these posts with suitable
meta keyword selection and linking
strategies can help optimise content.

Both timely and current posts as well
as evergreen content topics can be used.

There are many news topics sub-types.
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7  |  Checklists & Charts

Often the presentation format of specific content can allow effective 
decision support. 

Comparison tables can help patients on
their journey and empower them with 
choice.

Similarly, checklists can act as a process 
‘road map’.

Great content can build a bridge and 
help your patients understand more.



As you have seen, there are many types of content, and their development 
can involve different procedures but the core process is very similar:

The stages of the process are:

● Draft Content Plan
● Target and Topic Selection
● Desired Outcomes Defined
● Content Type 
● Content Development
● Scheduling / Publishing
● Measurement
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Content Development



Scheduling and publishing various content types can be done in a number 
of fashions:

● By Sequence
● By Calendar

Also content can leverage time 
of year.

Content can also be triggered by 
events.

Often variety and surprise can 
improve your content engagement.
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Content Publishing
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For most clients, their investment in Social Media or Content Marketing is 
about some or all of the listed outcomes

● building their online presence, 
● increasing their audience 
● expanding their reach, 
● driving more visitors to the website, 
● building their database, 
● improving calls
● enjoying more bookings

All can be defined, monitored,  measured and continually improved. 
 

Start With Your End In Mind
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Let’s talk about what your requirements are 

and your next step.

Content Marketing & Development

QUESTIONS?
Call 

1300 880 230 

MEETING
Book

By clicking icon 

CLICK HERE TO DISCUSS


